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From the editor: Well, it had to happen sooner or later. I published this newsletter
with a big error in it. I am deeply sorry for any harm it caused and will redouble my
efforts to be a better “edit-er” in the future. Please delete your previous copy and
replace it with this one. Thank you, Gail Ruggles
Please Note:
John Reed, M.D., our wonderful previous Managing Editor has stepped down but
has graciously offered to be on hand to help our new editor, Gail Ruggles.
Editorial Office: USPA Newsletter, Gail E. Ruggles, 2088 Maple Ridge Road,
Newark, VT 05871. Email aprilday@together.net; Phone: 802-535-5173. After
August 1, 2020, please address all newsletter inquiries to Gail. .
For immediate assistance regarding other USPA issues, contact Scott Beutlich,
the secretary / treasurer of USPA at uspsychotronics@gmail.com
Manuscript Submission: Submit all manuscripts as word documents by the
12th of each month to aprilday@together.net for review for possible publication in
the next month’s newsletter. The Board of Directors monitors editorial decisions
Enjoy unique information about radionics, psychotronics and other related
topics at USPA’s website at http://psychotronics.org
USPA is on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/
Back Issues are available on the USPA website above.
Copyright: While authors retain the copyright to their writings, USPA reserves
the right to post copies of the USPA Newsletter on its website.

Become a USPA member for only $35
Support our All Volunteer - Non-Profit educational organization.
USPA is a 501(c)(3), founded in 1975 as the US Radionics Congress.
https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
We have over 1400 talks recorded since 1978 available on audio
mp3, MP4 format and DVD’s. More on that later in this issue!
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Section I - The Basics
What is USPA?
The United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization founded
in 1975 to serve as a focal point for scientific and technical exploration of the universe of esoteric,
spiritual, and psychic arts in the United States of America.
The USPA has been hosting annual conferences for its membership since its formation and has
featured countless individuals with cutting-edge viewpoints, research, or theories to share, allowing any
interested persons to openly discuss their work.

What is Psychotronics?
USPA defines psychotronics as the science of mind-body-environment relationships, an
interdisciplinary science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.
Psychotronics involves the study, research, and applications of the physics and technology of the
mind, brain, spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term
“psychotronics”.
We believe that a true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual, as well as, the
technical, and provide an opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along with the
professionals.
We stress research, with documentation of results, and practical applications, rather than personal
experience and unsupported hypotheses.

A Letter from our Interim President, Jon Klimo
11th of July, 2020,
This is intended to be my (Jon Klimo’s) first interim USPA President Message.
Very briefly, as a former USPA President and current Vice President, I was on a USPA board and
officer group conference call a while ago and took part in a discussion regarding what any of us should
be doing, if anything, as part of the USPA and with our knowledge about current forward-edge science
and technology to provide our perspective on today's events, particularly on the whole issue of the
coronavirus pandemic we are all immersed within.
In that call, I took the tack that, both individually and as a group many of us in the USPA knew a lot
about what could be called alternative biomedical approaches to diagnosis and treatment and that we are
currently living through what could be called a global health crisis that cries out for new and better ways
to look at and effectively work with the insidiously contagious Covid 19 virus. I, for one, said I felt a
moral obligation to offer what I knew regarding alternative and innovative approaches to virus and viral
infections, given the many thousands of us continuing to die throughout the world. I said I felt moved to
speak out and share what I knew.
That board and officer conference call soon shifted, as I recall, to a debate between those of us who
felt we should not share what we knew with others outside the USPA and those of us, who felt we
needed to say something especially if it might positively affect the statistics of those infected with and
even dying of the coronavirus infection.
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Enough time has passed since that discussion for me to remember less clearly what actually happened
and was said; but I do remember that then-USPA-President others did not at all agree with what I was
saying
I remember a number of years ago being with my good friend the late Peter Moscow, then USPA
President. Peter told me that a noted guest speaker at the upcoming USPA conference that year called
him a few weeks before the conference telling him that he had been visited by strangers who clearly
threatened him if he went ahead with his presentation about an innovative new approach to cancer
treatment. He ended up not giving the talk because they threatened his family as well. So, you can see
the connection of that story to our current situation. These threatening people apparently had a serious
vested interest in traditional approaches to science and healing and saw things like radionics as being a
real threat to what they believed in and had their money in.
For many years I had heard discussions about the USPA possibly losing its nonprofit 501C3 status if
it was not careful enough about monitoring everything from claims of efficacy being made by
conference presenters to for-profit motives in the selling of devices. This has always made sense to me;
the USPA can ill afford the loss of its nonprofit status. But in the throes of my righteousness, I think in
that earlier conference call that I just forgot the possible jeopardizing of our nonprofit status, while
others were responsible enough not to lose sight of that.
Since that meeting two things have become clear to me: 1.) that I want to be in accord with, not in
opposition to others in the USPA who take a more careful, even defensive, tack with regard to how we
come across to those outside of the USPA, especially those with ideological and financial vested
interests more aligned with mainstream established science and research; and 2.), I want to work as part
of a team to develop a workable approach to how the USPA (and other organizations like it) can best
interface its knowledge, interests, and activity with the established scientific, academic, and financial
community. This will take careful and practical thinking.
Of those two things just mentioned, the second particularly interests me at the moment because, as I
see it, it involves an assortment of much-needed coordinated strategic moves in the interpersonal,
organizational, economic, and political arena. Probably at the heart of it lies language itself-- the public
rhetoric used on behalf of what one would like to have happen in the world. At 78, I've spent the last 50
years trying to help bring about a paradigm shift in how we humans see reality, and what the scientific
community believes in, understands, and is open to.
As part of this paradigm shift, I concur with Thomas Kuhn in his Structure of Scientific Revolutions
who sees the anomalous as having a key role in how revolutionary change occurs in the evolution of our
global scientific thinking and doing. I have been drawn to the anomalous all my life, given that the
anomalous is whatever at the time does not fit in with or make sense to the established mainstream
scientific and academic community. Whereas one would think that scientists would be naturally drawn
by their curiosity to things that don't yet fit in, what so many of us in the USPA community find
exasperating is that almost the opposite seems to be the case: The more that things appear to be
inexplicable to current mainstream science, the less interest scientists seem to have in being open to and
pursuing it.
Ever since the original pioneering work in radionics of Albert Abrams in the early 20th century, those
of us in the USPA today chose to carry on the positive, pioneering tradition of radionics theory and
practice in agricultural, veterinary, and human areas. But woe unto you if you dare bring radionic
pursuits into working with fellow human beings or make public claims about its efficacy. Frankly, that is
an outright illegal endeavor and has been for decades. The FDA, the AMA, and affiliated organizations
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stand ready to clamp down on and even imprison radionics practitioners and others using non-radionic
but no less anomalous approaches to biomedical healing and wellness maintenance familiar to those of
us in the USPA and attending its conference presentations. The field of radionics seems to have been
one long slog through the ignorance and derision of others, especially of those in power in the scientific
community and biomedicine in particular.
Many of you are familiar with the unfortunate record of Morris Fishbein, M.D., officer with the AMA
and editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association. He was notorious in the early part of the
20th century for working to hound natural healers and practitioners of alternative medicine out of
existence, and he was alas very good at his work. He took on the genius of Royal Rife and his innovative
microscope and frequency treatment device and made his life and work pretty miserable in spite of the
fact there was widespread evidence of the undeniable effectiveness of Rife's work.
I just happened to reread parts of my copy of the 2005 USPA book, Energetic Processes: Interaction
Between Matter, Energy and Consciousness, Vol II, Peter Moscow et al., eds, and I was particularly
drawn to Christopher Bird's contribution, "The Case of Antoine Priore and His Therapeutic Machine"
(presented at the USPA conference, 1984). Similar to the case of Rife, Priore suffered at the hands of a
Prof. Lachapele, director of the noted Bergonie anticancer foundation in France. Subsequently, Bird also
wrote a thorough study of yet another USPA-related scientist, martyred at the hands of established science:
The Prosecution and Trial of Gaston Naessens: The True Story of the Efforts to Suppress an Alternative
Treatment for Cancer, AIDS, and Other Immunological Diseases. For the cases of Rife, Priore, and
Naessens, I think Bird has done a masterful job in speaking up for the put-upon, underappreciated
underdog in such underdog/topdog situations that unfortunately all too often populate the history of
mainstream science.
I think we can probably agree that the USPA has been, from its inception in the mid-1970s, in the
role of underdog vis a vis the top dog that is mainstream vested-interest scientific and academic theory,
practice, and resources. It is in light of this context that I am revisiting my current role as acting interim
President of the USPA and what I have shared with you in this message. And finally I want to reiterate
my earlier desire, “to be part of a team to develop a workable approach to how the USPA (and other
organizations like it) can best interface its knowledge, interests, and activity with the established
scientific, academic, and financial community.”
Wishing you all health and safety,
Jon Klimo
.
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Section II - What’s New at USPA?
We’re redesigning things to cope with Covid-19:
Just as many other organizations, we struggled over the decision to cancel this year’s conference.
Early on, we felt it was not wise to expect that the pandemic would be at a point where we could expect
volunteers, speakers, vendors and attendees to come from all over the country and be safe.

So, We’re adding new features:
To keep in touch with our membership and others interested in the field, we are adding new features
to our website. Classic USPA videos on MP4 will be in our members only area and some for sale in our
shop under products. We are planning a number of online presentations, videos and interviews. Most of
these will be free of charge to our members, with perhaps a small fee for non-members.
If you personally would like to be considered for our new project, or, if you know of any scientist,
speaker or presenter you would like us to contact, PLEASE get in touch with our editor, or contact us
through our “contact” page on our website or through Scott Beutlich at uspsychotronics@gmail.com.

Our Seventh Webinar (First of 2020) Was Well Received:
Many of you attended our first online presentation on July 9, 2020 “The Perils of Fifth Generation
(5G) Wireless” Hosted by Dr. Beverly Rubik. As our first foray into this mode of presentation, it was
a great success. Thanks for your participation!

The next webinar will feature Dan Taylor’s 2016 talk on The Physics of Radionics
Dan Taylor’s “Physics of Radionics” will be presented as the next masterclass on SAT, Aug 15th @
noon. Emails will be sent out prior to the webinar with easy links to the presentation. All webinars and
some bonus webinars are posted in our members only area.

USPA Conference Recordings 1978 to 1995, 2015 – Available for purchase on mp3
Since the founding of USPA in 1975, top speakers have made presentations at our
annual conferences. These speakers are involved in the leading edges of science, especially
https://www.psychotronics.org/uspa-conference-audio-recordings-1978-to-1995-2015/

the Phenomena of Mind-Body and technology. USPA Conference Audio Recordings offer
over 1400 of our speakers under various formats during 38 of our 41 annual conferences.
When we started recording talks in 1978, we only had audio cassettes tapes. The first
eighteen years of these cassette recordings have now been converted to MP3 audio digital
format (plus 2015). These MP3 files can be ordered and transferred via email. See order
sheet on the last page of this document. Individual lectures are $6.00 each; $5.00 each for
purchase of ten or more in one order. Sets are priced separately.
Video recordings using VHS tapes started in 1982 and ran thru 2002. DVDs started in
2003 until the latest format MP4 digital Audio / Visual format began in 2015. Many of these
VHS tapes have been converted to DVDs; some are converted to MP4s. We’re also working
to bring more online, including sets of our favorites, grouped by speaker or subject.
A revised list will be available soon with ALL 38 years of speakers and their talks. Keep
checking our website (psychotronics.org) to see what new talks are available for online
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download. See the Shop / Product page on our website and when you join USPA; see the
“members only” area for free online viewing of selected materials.

Section III - What Are Others Up To?
Four awards were presented
“By Order of the Board of Directors,” the following people received awards at the July 2019
USPA conference in Chicago:

The J.G. Gallimore Award for Theory and Experiment was
presented to Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt, M.D., Ph.D. in recognition of
his outstanding contributions to phototherapy and integrative health and
wellness, both as a clinician and scholar.

The J.G. Gallimore Award for Theory and Experiment was
presented posthumously to Elizabeth Rauscher, Ph.D. in recognition
of her 12 years of dedicated service on the Board of Directors; her contributions in
theoretical physics; and her pioneering research on science and consciousness.
(Elizabeth passed away just before conference on July 3rd.) A memorial message
for Elizabeth can be found in the July 2019 issue of the USPA newsletter :
https://www.psychotronics.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/USPA-Journaland-Newsletter-vol-5-no-7-July-2019.pdf

The Marcel Vogel Service Award was presented to Dr. John Reed,
M.D. in recognition of his dedicated service and generosity to the
USPA, through serving on the Board of Directors since 2015, as Main
Editor of the USPA Newsletter, and for organizing a library for all the
USPA archives.

The Hieronymous Award was presented posthumously to Phyllis
Weiland in recognition of her outstanding service over many years to the
USPA on the Board of Directors, as Secretary, and as Conference and
Membership Coordinator. She faithfully supported the USPA in many
ways to help the organization succeed. (Phyllis passed away March 9th,
2019) (Memorial for Phyllis is later in this issue.)
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Section IV – Articles of Interest
Keeping the ‘Child Mind’
by Marty Lucas 7/15/2020
We have reached a point in our radionic and
energy work where we are pretty good. We know
how to address issues and we know how to get
results. Now that we have some level of competence
we come into a dangerous period in our work. We
risk becoming ‘experts’.
Here is what I have noticed about experts,
(myself included). We start to see that the best way
and perhaps the only way to resolve an issue is our
way. Then we risk becoming embedded in our
expertness and rigid in our approaches.
The trick for all of us is to somehow hang onto
that ‘child-mind’ way of looking at things. We need
to stay in the beginner mindset where all things are
possible and where there is much more to learn if we
can keep our minds open.
Over the last several years I watched a friend
slowly turn into an ‘expert’ (not in radionics, but in
energy work). Throughout the transition I saw her
becoming more closed to outside ideas and outside
help. In the end, she learned that while she
considered herself an expert, the rest of us did not.
That realization truly hurt her feelings.
It is like when you go to a metaphysical fair and
someone tells you they are the reincarnation of
Cleopatra, or Caesar or some pharaoh or other.
Maybe they are the reincarnation of an angel.
Whatever their claims, the discerning mind quickly
realizes there must be hundreds of Cleopatras and
Napoleons. Maybe the real issue is that they have
allowed their egos a little too much rein….
I am not saying there isn’t reincarnation; I am
saying that just because my ego tells me something,
it may not be true. Of the 7 ½ BILLION people on
this Earth it is highly unlikely I am one of the five
who is ushering in the ascension. Chances are I
have never been a Caesar, Attila the Hun, or
Zarathustra.
Of the possibly billions of planets and
quadrillions of sentient beings, it is even more
unlikely that I am the reincarnation of some
interdimensional demi-god.

So, I started adding up the personalities that I
have known: One claimed to be the 2nd or 3rd best
dowser in the world and he claimed the one better
than him was another fellow I know (this is a fellow
I showed how to dowse.) Several are reincarnated
famous historical figures. Some had even more
fantastic stories. Sadly, all too often their daily
conduct would indicate they were NOT who they
claimed to be.
That would mean either I am extremely lucky
to be in contact with all of these ‘white’ and Englishspeaking celebrities from the United States, OR
somebody’s ego has gotten a little carried away.
Which is more plausible?
That is not to say I am so arrogant that I will
question someone else’s spiritual experience. But
perhaps it isn’t the experience that is iffy; perhaps it
is the interpretation of that experience. I would love
to think I am somehow a reincarnated rich guy that
buried his wealth and all I must do is remember
where the treasure is…but that is my ego speaking.
I see it in my radionic work. Throughout the
history of radionics we run across the occasional
expert in all things great and small. We see their
work (much of which is very good) but we also see
they are no longer seeking new information.
Perhaps they even see the advances that others are
making to be somehow not ‘real’ radionics.
I (of course) use the best instruments and no
other instrument can compare for quality and
power... (LOL). My approach is the ONE that
works so if you want REAL results, it is my way or
nothing… (sigh). Or better yet, this is how it is laid
out in a book from forty years ago, so that must be
the right way to do it.
Does this sound familiar, perhaps even too
familiar? When we surround ourselves with
professionals from many specialties, we quickly
learn that they have things that work better. They
also learn that some of your work is valuable as
well.
That is one of the treasures of the USPA. The
diversity of experience and approaches is fertile
ground for learning even better ways of doing
things. My equipment is good. My methods are
excellent. BUT there is so much more to learn and I
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Al's Alternative Energy Corner
I have been studying alternative energy for decades. We all know
about wind, solar, hydroelectric, wave energy, biofuels, geothermal,
biomass, tidal energy, hydrogen and water fuel, and so called "free
energy" devices.

While there are things I am
good at, there are many more
things I don’t have a clue
about. So, while I offer what
help I can, I try not to be the
expert guru. That is because I
simply do not know what I do
not

Each month, I will give one source of alt-energy information for
you to study. The first one I will give, is https://revolution-green.com/
This site is has a lot of good info on it. Enjoy.
Al Kacperski / Board member
won’t learn it unless I am willing to keep an open
mind and listen.
The Beginner Mindset looks at everything as if
it may be possible. While it doesn’t dismiss what
works, it also doesn’t exclude new possibilities.

know.
In addition,
I learn much
faster when I
ask more questions!

Letter to the Editor and Book/Documentary Review
July 18, 2020
Subject: New David Bohm Documentary
Dear Gail,
In 1980, physicist David Bohm published a popular book titled Wholeness and the Implicate
Order, stemming from his efforts to probe the “puzzles” presented by quantum mechanics, such as
wave/particle duality, nonlocality, and the inconsistencies with general relativity. He described the
explicate order of reality that we perceive as “unfolded,” and arising from a deeper and more
fundamental implicate or “enfolded” order. As described by his friend and physicist David Peat, Bohm
thought that what we consider to be comprising “reality” are merely “surface phenomena, explicate
forms that have temporarily unfolded out of an underlying implicate order.”1 In other words, the
implicate order is the ground from which our observed reality emerges or unfolds…
Needless to say, this book release did not fall upon “deaf ears” in the radionics communities.
While it is not difficult to observe that radionics appears to work, explaining how it might be working
continues to be widely debated.2 Many in our USPA community have suggested that our
“consciousness / intention / tunings or rates” might be acting at a level influencing this “implicate” order
described by Bohm, thereby shifting the probabilities in “preferred” directions for the explicate order
emerging or “manifesting” as a result These notions or variations have been entertained by many
radionics inventors, researchers, and authors ever since…

1

F. David Peat, Non-locality in nature and cognition, pp. 297–311. In: M.E. Carvallo (7 March 2013). Nature, Cognition and
System II: Current Systems-Scientific Research on Natural and Cognitive Systems Volume 2: On Complementarity and
Beyond. Springer Science & Business Media. p. 304. ISBN 978-94-011-2779-0.
2
For radionics as “Art,” consider The Secret Art by Duncan Laurie. For radionics as “Magic,” consider Radionics: Science or
Magic? by David Tansley. For radionics as “Science” consider Radionics: Action at a Distance by Tom Bearden.
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Since we have a long “history” with Bohm, I thought our readers might like to know that a new
documentary about his life and work has recently been produced, titled Infinite Potential: The Life and
Ideas of David Bohm. Not only that, but due to some generous grants, this documentary can be viewed
entirely for free online, at this address:
https://www.infinitepotential.com/watch/ Happy viewing!
Kind regards,
Daniel Taylor
USPA Board Member

Infoceuticals
by Glen Rein, PhD
Quantum-Biology Research Lab
For years people have been fascinated by the ability of water to change in response to external
stimuli, the ability of water to store information and the ability of biological systems to read the
information we put into water. Water memory is a well-known phenomenon because most people know
about homeopathy where water remembers the information associated with the chemical or herbs we
add to it.
In homeopathy the information is stored in certain dilutions of chemical/water mixtures whereas
other dilutions do not contain any information. Although we don’t know why this selectivity of water
exists in the real world but we do take advantage of this phenomenon when we make a homeopathic
remedy.
But when we consider how many alternative methods are available, other than serial dilution (used
in homeopathy), and how many different substances can be used to imprinting water, then things start to
get complicated. Since the focus of this research is to develop new healing modalities, we consider here
the use of infoceuticals for healing. Like nutraceuticals which use nutrients to heal the body,
infoceuticals use information and energy.
Unlike homeopathy, where the source of the information is a chemical, in infoceuticals, energy is
the source. And as most people know, there are many types of energy. The scientific community started
down this rabbit hole relatively recently by using electromagnetic (EM) fields as the source of energy in
infoceuticals. This new area of the interaction of EM fields with water was started by a Russian scientist
who wondered what the role of water, which surrounds all cells, when cells are treated with an EM field.
Sure enough they discovered you treat the water first and then treat the cells. This indirect method of
information transfer between an EM field and the cells was only slightly less effective that treating the
cells directly. The informed water still had an effect on the cells - days, even weeks after the EM signal
was removed. Thus, water was storing the information.
In the case of EM fields, the information is in the frequency and phase properties. Although
virtually no research has been done with phase information and biological systems, frequency
information is slowly being studied. That is to say scientists are just starting to measure energy
signatures, in terms of frequencies, of chemicals and biochemicals. Jacque Benveniste spearheaded this
whole new approach which he called Digital Biology. He published numerous articles in peer-reviewed
scientific journals demonstrating that energy imprints of certain biochemicals produced the same
biological effects as the original biochemical. He was so far ahead of his time, that although the journals
couldn’t turn down his articles on scientific grounds, his research was buried and only now 50 years
later are the applications of his research being pursued, i.e. infoceuticals.
Then Emoto came along and introduced the world to the idea that mental energy can influence
water and ultimately be stored in water. Emoto showed that words, thoughts and emotions influence
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crystallization patterns water forms when frozen. Although not done scientifically, this idea was verified
by Dean Radin who studied the water patterns more scientifically.
Now crystallization patterns are being used by water scientists to study the influence of subtle
energies on water. The effect of subtle energies on water is the realm of radionics. The dogma in the
field is that type of energy used to transmit information in radionic devices is scalar energy. Although
technically a misnomer, because physicists use scalar fields in their theories, but they don’t mean the
type of scalar energy Tom Bearden and Eldon Byrd talked about so many years ago. So the best word to
use these days to describe radionic energies is longitudinal scalar waves because of the longitudinal
propagation of these fields, ie they don’t vibrate perpendicular to the direction of propagation, but
vibrate horizontally. But there are so many different types of subtle energies; the author prefers to use
the term non-classical EM energies.
Only classical EM fields obey the basic laws of physics as laid out in Maxwell’s equations (not to
be confused with Maxwell’s hammer). Subtle energies, like those used in Radionics, do not obey
Maxwell’s equations, but instead are described by the Schrodinger equation which is used to describe
quantum fields. This, of course, indicates the radionic fields also have quantum properties, like
travelling faster than the speed of light.
The effects of subtle energies on water, like longitudinal scalar waves, have been studied by the
author in terms of their efficacy to imprint water. In this case the changes in the electrical properties
(e.g. conductivity) of water were measured after treatment with different types of fields.
Although EM and longitudinal scalar waves have about the same effect on water, when the two
fields are used together, their efficacy doubles. Actually, the results are even more complicated because
different types of classical and non-classical energy fields had different effect on water, some act faster,
some last longer and some don’t appear to have any effect on water.
So now have at least two ways of imprinting water with information to make infoceuticals. One
involves imprinting specific frequencies, associated with healing or associated with specific chemicals
and the other is to imprint the entire essence of a chemical or an herb into the water. The later method
was originally used by Benveniste and is currently being used by Russian scientists to create
infoceuticals.
In fact it was the Russians who coined the name for this new field - informational pharmacology.
This means we don’t use the pharmaceutical drugs, but we use the information of the drug. This
information can be transferred from the chemical or herb directly into a computer software program
which stores the chemical information like it stores digital information.
The information signatures of several drugs are available for free on the internet. The Russian
company doing this research calls these signatures informational copies. All you have to do is download
them onto your computer and then then play them back. The information can then be transferred to a
blank CD disk. Water placed on top of such an imprinted disk will absorb and remember the information
on the disk. Thus, you can create your own infoceuticals relatively easily. Drinking the water is one
method to consume the information of the chemical. Although we don’t know how long it stays in the
water, if you drink it right away you will get the benefits.
The Russian based company offering informational copies of drugs online for free, has also done
some biological research indicating that biological systems can read the information on the disks and
respond to them accordingly. Similar experiments have been done with the water treated with the
informational copies. Someday we won’t need to transfer the information on the computer to CD’s or to
water, but we will be able to sit in front of our computer and bathe in the healing energies associated
with specific drugs or herbs.
Perhaps someday we will be able to treat ourselves even as the harmful energies of from our
computers are being neutralized by the healing energies of the information copies. Although, so far, only
pharmaceutical drugs have been tested, there is no reason we can’t use the same technology for
recreational drugs. That someday is not far off - check out their website at www.bodyfreq.com.
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An Analysis of GT6
by Nick Franks
July 20, 2020
ORIGINS
Once again we find a concept originating with the Radionics master Malcolm Rae (1913 - 1979).
From somewhere I obtained an article by the late Margaret Belsham, a close colleague of Rae, which I
have put up on my website. 3 This article, amongst other things, describes how Rae originated and
developed his concept of the GROUP TREATMENT. To set the scene I quote from this article at length:
“For our researches we assumed that immediately after a patient had received the
correct Radionic treatment he was 100% in balance. We then measured the rate of decline from
100% which in most cases was very rapid. Malcolm then thought that if a treatment could be
given on a regular basis which would consolidate the individual treatments being given to
patients, this would reduce the rate of fall away from the theoretic 100%.
The first Group Treatment card was produced with the intention of treating,
Radionically, all detrimental constitutional predispositions (diatheses). We connected a large
circular brass disc to a Simulator4 and Interrupter5 and placed all our patients' witnesses on the
brass disk and projected this card to them every fourth hour. (Malcolm had established
radiesthetically that the interval of timing of this projection was extremely important and that
every fourth hour was optimum). However, we soon found out that by this method, the patient
who had the most energy received all the benefit from this projection and the less energetic got
weaker, and we realised that each patient has to have his own moment in space and time when
receiving a Radionic projection. Each patient's witness had to be completely isolated when
receiving treatment and in order to achieve this a 35mm automatic slide projector6, using a
circular cassette of slides, was used with the lens being replaced with a brass disc fixed to the
end nearest the slides when in the projecting position. The patient’s witness was placed in a
conventional 35mm slide holder keeping them unconnected with any other patient's witness in
the cassette. The Group Treatment card was used in a separate instrument which controlled the
operation of the projector in the desired four-hour cycle.
This proved most satisfactory in its Radionic performance but being mechanical it
suffered in time from wear and tear with repair becoming increasingly difficult. Eventually, a
suitable supply at an economical price became impossible and we had to replace it with a more
reliable system. We now have a fully electronic instrument which overcame all these
difficulties.
3

. www.radionics.co.uk, in the section RADIONIC INSTRUMENTS
. Rae's primary treatment instrument - see photo on my Rae webpage or below.
5
. Used during treatment. A simple electronic device (a relay) connected to the Simulator which switched the Radionic treatment on - off
more or less rapidly (adjustable) in order to stimulate the patient's response.
6
. In the age when film cameras were the norm colour slides (transparencies) suitable for projection on to a screen were commonplace.
Rae appears to have ingeniously adapted a slide projector for the purpose of giving General Treatments.
4
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Over the next 7 years the concept of the G.T. card was extended and I give below some of
the additions which were added to and built into the evolving G.T. card:- Total symptoms due to adaptation throughout the entity to improvements in health
- Total symptoms due to adaptation throughout the entity to deterioration in health
- Autogenerated allergies - Misalignment with Vivaxis 7
- Freedom from all unacceptable sensation, real and imagined
- Current and residual detrimental effects throughout structure, reserve structure and
functioning throughout the entire entity
- Resistance against being cured of disease
- Resistance against being healthy
- Fatigue
- Exhaustion
- Weariness
- Consciously and subconsciously believed need for the disease
- Reasons preventing, delaying, limiting and rendering only temporary, the curing of all
disease and the establishment and maintenance of perfect health
- All functional and structural detrimental effects of....(he would incorporate such disorders
as asthma, measles and other common disorders).
From these few examples I believe you will understand Malcolm's "thinking" behind the
Group Treatment card. Of course each patient will need individual treatments as well as
receiving regular Radionic projections of the Group Treatment Card.
During the years 1969 to 1977 when Malcolm had his Radionic Practice he continued to
research and develop instrumentation and Simulator cards as he believed it was necessary to
keep a balance between theory and practice. Other models of Simulators were produced and the
repertoire of Simulator cards was increased. I know Malcolm intended to write a book on his
researches and understanding regarding Radionics, but sadly he died before he could write it.”
Kodak slide projector with the slide carousel on top and the lens at
the front left. For illustration only. The device Rae used was
probably not this one.

GROUP TREATMENT BECOMES GENERAL TREATMENT
I mulled over Rae's Group Treatment concept for
some years. With the development and evolution of my own
instruments - mostly notably LRI-ULTRA - it appeared to
me that giving such treatments might become not only
7

. I found this definition of the word Vivaxis on amazon for the book The Vivaxis Connection by Judy Jacka 'The Vivaxis is your life axis,
your energy "umbilical cord" to the planet. It is the place where you plug into the Earth and its life-supporting energies. Discovered by
Canadian researcher Fran Nixon in the 1960's, the Vivaxis connection is fundamental to human life and health. It sustains and renews us,
and affects every aspect of our lives - it even affects how we digest food and resist illness. This unsuspected link between our body and a
particular spot on the Earth can make all the difference between health and illness, says Dr. Judy Jacka, the world's leading authority on
the new science of Vivaxis. But your Vivaxis connection can be harmed, polluted, or distorted. It can be damaged by chemicals ,
electromagnetic fields, even lightning. A disturbed Vivaxis connection can make you ill, but restored and vibrant; your Vivaxis connection
can keep you healthy. '
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possible (given the number of components in the treatment) but also useful. However, since LRIULTRA has massive capacity in terms of both patient handling and application of treatments to large
numbers of patients, a different approach seemed feasible. Rae's idea is to support many patients against
multiple detrimental general background Factors using what appears to be a 'one size fits all' approach;
this while leaving room for individualised, or specific, treatments to be applied as the practitioner
determines through his or her own efforts. My idea was to create a range of general treatments which
handle the background to problems in various different regions of the human subtle and paraphysical
anatomies. These, in addition to individualised treatments determined by the practitioner, could then be
applied as needed. As usual the road has been long and I am not there yet. You will note Margaret
Belsham's comment 'over the next 7 years'. Although I would typically like to complete everything
yesterday, preferably even the day before yesterday, I cannot really differ from this indication of just
how long things can take.
At the moment some ten General Treatments are under development. I feel confident in
presenting GT6 here, which is concerned with Nutrition & Absorption. GT6 was originated on
17.9.2018 so it is a relatively recent addition. I will first present the details of the Therapeutic
Commands used in GT6 and then append a micro-Atlas of Rates which may be useable by those who do
not have the LRI-ULTRA instrument.

GT6 NUTRITION & ABSORPTION includes the following therapeutic commands:
1. Correct Assimilation of All Nutrients
2. Correct Transport of All Nutrients
3. Correct Absorption of All Nutrients
4. Correct Utilization of All Nutrients
5. Elimination of All Vitamin, Mineral, Enzyme and Micro-Nutrient Deficiencies
6. Hormone Linkage to Digestive Processes - All Aspects
7. Hormone Linkage to Appetite Control - All Aspects
8. Hormone Linkage to Blood Sugar Regulation - All Aspects
9. Digestive Enzymes - Normalization
10. Gut Dysbiosis - Elimination and Repair
11. Colon Function - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
12. Metabolic Processes - Normalization to Field Matrices
13. Coordination of Ensemble of Pancreatic, Liver and Gall Bladder Processes
14. Interface between Digestive Tract and Cellular Reproductive Systems
15. Interface between Small Intestine and Cellular Reproductive Systems
16. Interface between Digestive Tract and Cellular Energetic Systems
17. Interface between Small Intestine and Cellular Energetic Systems
18. Gut Biome and Microbiome - Normalize To Individual Template
19. Gut Biome and Microbiome - Normalize To Group Template
20. Gut Biome and Microbiome - Normalize To Human Template
21. Mouth & Teeth - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
22. Larynx & Trachea - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
23. Stomach & Esophagus - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
24. Small Intestine - Normalize & Normalize To Field Matrix
25. Digestive Tract - Valves & Sphincters - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
26. Appendix - Cleanse & Normalize
27. Colon - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
The above list should be apparent as to its meaning but just a few definitions might be in order:
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By NORMALIZE I mean 'to make function normally'. For example the various organs of the
body all have typical operational parameters and many of these are defined by and often used as
standard tests by orthodox medicine. In short, using conventional yardsticks: make organ, tissues, cells,
etc function normally.
By NORMALIZE TO FIELD MATRIX we enter rather more esoteric territory. Here I mean
'conform to archetypal pattern', typically, that which is found in the human Etheric Body and related
fields. By the same measure this broadly applies to the animal and vegetable kingdoms. 8
By TEMPLATE (numbers 16 to 18) I mean a lower subdivision of FIELD MATRIX. Here I
refer to a pattern specific to, respectively, humans as individuals (16); as a group (for example racial or
ethnic characteristics9) (17); and humans (as opposed to animals) (18). Obviously some of these
boundaries might have a very wide threshold of applicability given the worldwide change in diet,
notably due to the processed foods which are apparently destroying us all with diabetes, obesity, heart
disease and related pathologies.
Numbers 11 and 25 may seem very similar but one refers to Colon function and the other refers
to Colon structure.

USING GT6
GT6 is primarily intended for use with my LRI-ULTRA instrument, which itself does not use
Rates, cards, codes etc. The actions possible with the instrument are programmed into a substantial and
expanding field which contains many tens of thousands of Locations, Factors, Treatments etc. The
witnesses of many patients can also be stored in the LRI field for present or future use.
The instrument itself - the black box - is, in effect, a communications unit which gives the user a
rock-solid connection to the LRI field. Bhattacharyya in Teletherapy informs us that "name and form are
the same thing", which I think means that 'things' are inseparable from the names we humans give them.
Thus instead of using Rates or other Radionic codes I have transferred the whole process into the field,
allowing us to address and use instrument via normal language. 10 LRI responses are read by pendulum
movements which are interpreted via the means of Charts which display the basic internal structure and
parameters (Location, Factor, Treatments, etc.) of the LRI field. These Charts have also been translated
into various languages. LRI-ULTRA is simply addressed in your own language e.g. English, Chinese,
Dutch, French, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, and so on, using mentally-given instructions. In short you
think to it - although you can of course speak to it if you wish - the process is basically the same since
thought, hopefully, comes before speech in the order of things.
If pendulum analysis indicated that a patient required treatment with GT6, the user would a) take
a percentage reading (with the pendulum) indicating how much GT6 was needed, and would then b)
simply ask LRI-ULTRA to apply GT6 to patient X until such as time as the treatment was completed.
The reading should decrease in the normal way until the process is complete. If a number of patients
required the GT6 treatment, the practitioner would simply ask LRI-ULTRA to give treatment GT6 to
patients 1 through N. There is no need for multiple instruments, slide projectors, etc. - LRI-ULTRA
allows the user to make and apply large-scale analysis and treatment - relatively easily.
I emphasize that using GT6 with LRI-ULTRA would tend to be more effective than using Rates,
for two reasons. In first place, uninhibited by the limitations of Rates, LRI can give a more detailed
8

. If I recall correctly Alice Bailey informs us that 'the physical body is not a principle', which I take to mean that the physical body is
passive, a creation, the result of impression by the etheric body and related fields to produce the physical body in all respects. Comments
to this effect can be found, I think, in Esoteric Healing and A Treatise on Cosmic Fire.
9
. For example lactose intolerance is considered to be fairly widespread in China. My understanding is that milk and dairy were not often
found in the Chinese diet over the millennia and hence it is a relatively new food to which the gut biome is not yet well-accustomed or
well adapted - so the Taiwanese wife of a friend of mine informs me.
10
. You may rightly presume that I have done an enormous amount of 'programming' work over the last 16 years to bring the LRI field up
to its current capability.
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version of all the vibrational characteristics required to accurately represent the various commands.
Secondly, LRI-ULTRA can sequence and apply the treatments (timing, potency etc) in accordance with
the patient's needs. 11
Note that GT6 is intended as a general background support treatment. It is not a replacement for
more specific treatments for Gastro-Intestinal pathologies such as Crohn's disease, Cancers, infections,
Ulcerative Colitis, etc.
USING GT6 WITH OTHER INSTRUMENTS
Clearly, with 27 elements in the complete set, GT6 is quite an extensive treatment. It would be a
lengthy process to administer all 27 elements as Rates with a standard dial instrument. Each of the 27
Rates would need to be set up in turn, the treatment given, the next treatment entered, given, and so on quite time-consuming and tedious. An alternative is to create
a single Rate which attempts to describe the whole treatment see in the list below. However, as I see it, doing this greatly
reduces the efficiency of the treatment; and with 29 numbers
in the single Rate, it would be difficult to find an instrument
which could handle this. Nevertheless, since GT6 is
comprised of 27 separate treatments, it would also be possible
to use only those which are needed. These can be extracted
from the list or Atlas of Rates provided here.
Rae's solution was to create a group treatment card
which represents all the components of the treatment. Presumably Rae had one of his Simulator
instruments feeding the Radionic 'signal' to the brass disk in the projector unit. This card apparently
subsumes all the treatments set out by Margaret Belsham in the text above. Here it is, along with Rae's
contact details:

MICRO-ATLAS OF RATES
Here the number 10 (ten) is shown as .10. Gaps where placed in Rates are split points. If the
Rates are used in written form (for example with my MRI instrument) then the gaps can be used to split
up the Rate over one or more lines; otherwise these Rates should not be used with other gaps or
arbitrarily-inserted spaces.
11

. Earlier in my Radionic career (25 years this year) I spent quite some years manually adjusting timing, potency, stop-start, treatment
changes etc using multiples of my (card based) ANT instruments. This process went on day and night to continually and best align the
treatments with the patient's needs. This in fact rather tedious process goes out of the window with LRI-ULTRA, which does it all for you.
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GT6 NUTRITION & ABSORPTION
78949197318988847174941541414
1. Correct Assimilation of All Nutrients
9124 57130
2. Correct Transport of All Nutrients
9814 9812 52010
3. Correct Absorption of All Nutrients
2222 9742 36317
4. Correct Utilization of All Nutrients
4444 9809 47414
5. Elimination of All Vitamin, Mineral, Enzyme and Micro-Nutrient Deficiencies
43331 889 7454 10113
6. Hormone Linkage to Digestive Processes - All Aspects 73210 98754 71119
7. Hormone Linkage to Appetite Control - All Aspects
99321 35111 11101
8. Hormone Linkage to Blood Sugar Regulation - All Aspects
21054 76555 87654
9. Digestive Enzymes - Normalization
1092 53222 700009
10. Gut Dysbiosis - Elimination and Repair
8346 65545 397412 4194141
11. Colon Function - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
4631 79741 61114
12. Metabolic Processes - Normalization to Field Matrices
7941 4941 71711
13. Coordination of Ensemble Of Pancreatic, Liver And Gall Bladder Processes
8191 7142 9174 414249741
14. Interface between Digestive Tract and Cellular Reproductive Systems
2149 76414 31111
15. Interface between Small Intestine and Cellular Reproductive Systems
401111121879444944
16. Interface between Digestive Tract and Cellular Energetic Systems
2981 2941 71771
17. Interface between Small Intestine and Cellular Energetic Systems
81943479414124494
18. Gut Biome and Microbiome - Normalize To Individual Template
1221 9449 64414
19. Gut Biome and Microbiome - Normalize To Group Template
.10.117 141 31111
20. Gut Biome and Microbiome - Normalize to Human Template
121 9479 31119545
21. Mouth & Teeth - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
1221.10.122 494
22. Larynx & Trachea - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
11797144419 441
23. Stomach & Esophagus - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
7194994141 374849717
24. Small Intestine - Normalize & Normalize To Field Matrix
383534396111944 911491
25. Digestive Tract - Valves & Sphincters - Normalize
All Aspects & Normalize To Field Matrix
7189 7174 61111
26. Appendix - Cleanse & Normalize
1289 7471 61149945 11414
27. Colon - Normalize All Aspects & Normalize to Field Matrix 2124 7573 5432 .10.1241
Note that these Rates are © copyright Nick Franks 2020 but free usage is allowed on the understanding
that the author will be credited with ownership. Nothing in this article, which is for information purposes
only, is intended to suggest that any treatment indicated here will have any effect on any symptom or
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cure any condition in any patient. It is a guide to certain Radionic treatments, which may in general have
no therapeutic value whatsoever.
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Is 5G Implicated in the Covid-19 Pandemic as a Possible Co-Factor?
by Beverly Rubik, Ph.D. Institute for Frontier Science
July 21, 2020
5G (the fifth generation of wireless technology) is designed to enable the Internet of Things (IoT)
along with a range of new technologies, such as autonomous driving, virtual reality, and augmented
reality. To provide the enormous bandwidth and capacity needed for these functions, much higher
frequencies are required, ranging from 600MHz to 90GHz, adding lower and higher frequency slices of
the electromagnetic spectrum to the existing 3G and 4G bands. The desired high data rates can only be
practically achieved using the millimeter wave part of the 5G spectrum above 24GHz.
Since such high frequencies are readily absorbed by building materials, foliage and even heavy rain,
the 5G network requires an unprecedented densification of antennas to ideally have at least one
transceiver (transmitter and receiver) no further than 1,000 feet (305m) from a user. Essentially, a lineof-sight is required between a 5G antenna and a user. To reduce interference and increase network
capacity, massive MIMO (multiple in - multiple out) architecture is implemented, necessitating beam
collimation and rapid beam steering. To properly direct a collimated beam the 5G network must know
the exact geo-location of the user. The mobile millimeter wave 5G network is not a stand-alone network.
It relies on densification of the existing 4G network for uninterrupted service and to provide exact geolocation of a user device.
Thus, 5G will be added to existing networks but not replace them, while 4G will be augmented. All
of this means that considerably more microwave and new millimeter wave radiation will be added to our
present wireless radiation exposure.
The Covid-19 pandemic arose shortly after 5G was installed in various locations around the world,
with some 5G antennas, and in space, with some 5G satellites that were launched to lower earth orbit.
Here we explore the possible relationship of the 5G rollout to the pandemic.
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
1. FACT: Wuhan, China, where the pandemic began, is also considered to be the initial site of the
most intense implementation of 5G wireless technology on earth. 5G went live in Wuhan on October
31, 2019, shortly before the pandemic began. This indicates a possible correlation, not necessarily a
causation, between the pandemic and 5G.
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2. FACT: This was followed by the disease outbreak in other sites where 5G had been implemented on
the land to a lesser degree: South Korea, Northern Italy, New York City, etc. This indicates another
possible correlation between the pandemic and 5G.
3. FACT: Some of the 42,000 planned 5G satellites have already been launched since 2019, and some
may already be operational, irradiating the earth with 5G frequencies. This would imply that the
entire earth, to some extent, is receiving 5G frequencies from space, even though full terrestrial 5G
coverage has not yet been attained. Alongside this, the Covid-19 pandemic has been spreading
worldwide, even in countries where no 5G antennas have been installed, such as in Africa. This
indicates a possible correlation between the proliferation of 5G frequencies broadcast from space
and the pandemic.
4. FACT: Historically other viral pandemics correlated with the widespread proliferation of a new
electromagnetic technology. See the Table below. This indicates another possible correlation
between the proliferation of 5G and the pandemic.
Year
1890
1918
1957
1968
2019

Technology Proliferation
Electric power lines
Powerful radio stations
Powerful radar stations
Military satellites
5G antennas, stations, &
satellites

Pandemic
Russian flu
Spanish flu, H1N1
Asian flu, H2N2
Hong Kong flu, H3N2

Cases
500 M*

Deaths
1M
50 M
2M
3-4M

Covid-19

1.35 M**

74,769**

*1/3 of world's population; M=million
**Statistics as of April 6, 2020

5. FACT: Numerous studies indicate that exposure to radiofrequencies disrupts the immune system.
Disrupting the immune system can mean either increased activity or decreased activity (suppressed
immune function). Hyper-reactivity of the immune system can result in tissue damage and organ
stress. This includes the possibility of cytokine storms, for example, which are believed to be
involved in serious cases of Covid-19 disease. Suppression of the immune system can result in more
infections and more chronic illness. Numerous studies showing disruptions from radiofrequency
exposure of the immune system are shown in the reference section of this article.
This indicates that 5G could disrupt the immune system, possibly to increase susceptibility of
infection and also to cause excessive immune reactions including cytokine storms with Covid-19.
6. FACT: Human exposure to radiowave frequencies causes a large variety of unhealthy effects
including inflammation and pathological changes. These are considered in part due to changes in
cell membrane permeability (porosity), allowing more calcium to enter the cells, which leads to
cellular calcium overload. Since intracellular calcium is an important regulator that controls
numerous functions, this leads to many biological and health effects, including an increase in
oxidative stress, sperm and testicular damage, central nervous system changes, cardiac changes,
endocrine changes, changes in programmed cell death (apoptosis), red blood cell damage, and more.
This also includes the release of peroxynitrites, chemicals that cause biochemical inflammation and
further tissue damage. Taken collectively, a large number of studies from around the world show
that there are a wide variety of unhealthy effects on humans from microwaves, including red blood
cell damage and other pathological changes.
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7. HYPOTHESIS AND MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS: Pandemic patients are apparently not
suffering from viral pneumonia, but from the inability to absorb and carry oxygen in the blood.
They have oxygen deprivation. This suggests that although patients are suffering and dying from
lack of oxygen, this disease is not conventional pneumonia.
8. HYPOTHESIS AND MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS: The disease apparently involves destruction of
hemoglobin molecules in red blood cells, dissociating the iron and destroying hemoglobin’s oxygencarrying capacity, resulting in oxygen deprivation in patients. This suggests that Covid-19 patients
are suffering from lack of oxygen due to destruction of hemoglobin, the molecule in red blood cells
that binds and transports oxygen in the body.
9. FACT: Exposure to microwaves can be disruptive to blood parameters. Mice exposed to 10 GHz
microwaves for 30 days, 2 hours/day, showed a decline in hemoglobin and red blood cells as well as
pathological changes in the red blood cells. Mice are the standard model system for predicting
biological effects on humans. This shows that 10 GHz radiation causes loss of hemoglobin, reduced
number of red blood cells, and other pathological changes in red blood cells of mice.
10. FACT: Studies show that wireless radiation from devices cause rouleaux formation in the blood,
where the red blood cells clump together like a stack of coins. Moreover, the clumping of red blood
cells severely compromises microcapillary blood flow because these cells must pass in single file
through the tiniest vessels. And since 85% of the body's tissue depends on capillary blood flow, it is
plausible that most tissues will be starved for oxygen and nutrients while metabolites and toxins
cannot efficiently be removed. This is evidence for a possible role of wireless radiation in the
pandemic in that microcirculation is compromised, which would make oxygen uptake and delivery to
tissues difficult and could lead to oxygen deprivation.
11. MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS: Numerous Doctors (Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt, Dr. Vladimir
Zelenko, among others) are using anti-malaria drugs to treat Covid-19 patients with some success.
President Trump has said publicly that this should be the treatment of choice and has authorized
stockpiles of the drugs. These drugs include hydroxychloroquine among others. By comparison,
malaria is a disease in which a parasite enters red blood cells and destroys hemoglobin. Anti-malaria
drugs work to prevent this destruction. This suggests that these drugs work in a similar way to
prevent Covid-19 attack on hemoglobin. This is further evidence that destruction of hemoglobin is
occurring in the Covid-19 disease.
12. SPECULATION: 60 GHz of 5G affects the oxygen molecules in air, which has been a proposed
cause of the pandemic. Some sources claim that the 5G frequency of 60GHz, which is strongly
absorbed by the oxygen molecule, changes the molecule's valence electrons such that it cannot be
absorbed by the hemoglobin in the blood cells, and the target person suffers hypoxia. However, we
found no scientific studies supporting this claim.
13. SPECULATION: 5G exposure may lead to Brillouin precursors deeper in the body that may cause
cell membranes to open up and allow microbes such as viruses to penetrate and infect. It was found
that the phased arrays of 5G emit very fast pulses, and these fast pulses generate so-called Brillouin
precursors when impinging on tissue that allow electromagnetic energy to penetrate much deeper
into the body than predicted by conventional models. According to Professor Kurt Oughstun at the
University of Vermont, “A single Brillouin precursor can open small channels through the cell
membrane because, as it passes through the membrane, it can induce a significant change in
electrostatic potential across that membrane.” This effect is known as “electroporation.”
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CONCLUSION

We find indirect evidence that 5G may be involved in the pandemic as a causal factor. We suspect
that Covid-19 involves oxygen deprivation brought on by viral attack on the hemoglobin in red blood
cells. 4G and 5G can also cause unhealthy changes in the blood according to the scientific and health
literatures. We maintain that 5G can possibly exacerbate the virulence of Covid-19 by: (1) disrupting
the immune system; (2) disrupting oxygen uptake and transport by the hemoglobin in red blood cells;
and (3) by disrupting the integrity of cell membranes to allow the virus to enter and infect cells more
readily.
It must be said that our collective knowledge of this particular pandemic and its causal factors has
only just begun. As time passes we will learn more, and perhaps then we can ascertain more clearly the
role of wireless radiation.
Pandemics are rarely due to singular causes; there are typically multiple factors that underlie
them according to epidemiology. At the biological level, there is the germ (virus), and then there is the
“terrain”, the soil of the body. Louis Pasteur, who gave us the Germ Theory, is reputed to have said on
his deathbed, “The germ is nothing, the terrain is everything.” Yet conventional medicine is focused
almost entirely on the germ! It is not addressing the multiple factors that underlie a pandemic as they
should.
Treatment of this widespread disease and mitigation of the pandemic require that we pay close
attention to all of the underlying factors and alleviate them at all levels. Our evaluation leads us to apply
the precautionary principle: we recommend an immediate worldwide moratorium on 5G.
Copyright © 2020, by Beverly Rubik
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Friends We’ve Lost
Phyllis Kathleen Ann Pinkous Weiland 1944-2019
Editor’s note: Phyllis was a much loved and longtime volunteer for USPA. She
helped with our conferences for many years and helped drag us into the
computer age. She had boundless energy, immense patience – I know; I tried it on
occasion- and she was truly remarkable. In the space of an hour she could be a
problem solver, form creator, sympathetic shoulder, referee, and cheerleader for
anyone who needed support. She was one of the most genuine people I have
ever had the good fortune to count among my friends. I will miss her the rest of
my days. G.R.
Phyllis was born December 5, 1944 to Cecil Pinkous and Maria Stephani. She died March 9, 2019.
She is survived by her 4 children, John Weiland, Tim (Toni Meder) Weiland, Andy (Amy) Weiland and
Jennifer (Jeff) Schaffer, as well as 7 grandchildren, 9 siblings and many, many nieces and nephews.
She was known by many names and wore many hats, Tiny, Phyllis, daughter, mom, sister, grandma,
friend, teacher, guide, or healer. We knew her as mom, but watched her help or take in all who needed
help. She gave all of herself to the very end to heal, guide or just sit with you and hold your hand. She
had a way of seeing you without judgement. She accepted you unconditionally. She looked to her
insights and always had something to guide you.
She had religion and spirituality and saw them as interchangeable. Phyllis had many careers along
her path. The one she loved the most was taking care of children. She loved and cared for them for most
of her life. We grew up in her day care and watched her continue caring for children until she was 73.
She dabbled in the corporate world for a few years, but soon returned to caring for children. Mom
enjoyed sewing, wood working, crafts, meditation, and many other things. She participated in many
groups, most of which helped her grow as a teacher or mentor.
Despite her busy schedule of caring for children she found a way of making time for her second
love, and that was her spirituality. The list of people she helped throughout her life is equal only to the
number of children she has cared for.
No matter how you knew Phyllis, you loved her. She will be missed.
https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/name/phyllis-weiland-obituary?pid=191810068

Dr. G. Patrick Flanagan 1944 - 2019
Dr. G. Patrick Flanagan, inventor of the Neurophone,
MegaHydrate and Crystal Energy, died at Age 75. Revered for his life
and inventions, Dr. Flanagan was treasured for his generosity and
kindness and was an international icon in the New Age community.
Author of the 1973 best seller book Pyramid Power, he is
considered a 'Father of the New Age' movement through his health and
wellness inventions. His early work with Henri Coanda led him to
breakthroughs in hydration that helped countless people.
Aged 75, he died December 19, 2019 in his home in Loja
province Ecuador after battling complications from a fall and three
years of dealing with a disabling stroke that occurred in 2016.
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. (The full obituary can be found at:
https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/azcentral/obituary.aspx?n=g-patrick-flanagan&pid=195586078)

Section IV - Our Sponsors
USPA Generous Donor Recognition Page
The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people who have made
generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association.
This special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” will be carried in each issue of the
USPA Journal & Newsletter,
New names will be added as other generous donations are received.
The USPA wishes to recognize the following individuals and extend our gratitude
for their generosity: (in alphabetical order):

George B. Alder, II
Scott Beutlich
Mary Hardy (Temple of Sakkara)
Clement Jewel
Ed Kelly (Kelly Research Technologies)
Michael Leger (Homeodynamics, LLC)
John H. Reed, M.D.
William Reeves (William Reeves Design)
Arnold Reinhold
Eric Rowley
Daniel Taylor
To make a tax deductible donation to the United States Psychotronics Association
(USPA) online, please go to the
USPA Donations Page
and use your credit card, debit card, or PayPal.
For those who wish to make a donation by check,
please make your check payable to “USPA” and mail it to
USPA Treasurer, Scott Beutlich,
525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL 60014

~ With Our Thanks! ~
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Section V – Classifieds
If you have any “related items” to sell, (books, radionic machines, etc.) we charge 20 cents
per word, 20.00 per half page with supplied artwork or photos or 35.00 per whole page. Your paid ad
will run in the next three issues of the newsletter, or until you let us know your item is no longer for sale.
If you would like to publicize an event for a non-profit organization, USPA will
advertise for you up to 750 words free. We ask for mutual links to our website from yours.
If you would like to publicize a “for profit” event, USPA will charge standard
advertising rates. Please contact Scott Beutlich at uspsychotronics@gmail.com. to discuss this well
ahead of time.
(We will have a disclaimer on the page saying that USPA is not responsible for the content or
condition of items sold from this newsletter, nor does it back any treatment, modality or veracity of
presentation. It does not back any claim of medical efficacy of machines or treatments. USPA will not
recommend specific radionic practitioners, or offer radionic treatments from its board or officers.

J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Are Now Available for Sale!!
Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a leading researcher in
psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely death in 1989.
All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual energies have been
reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) and are being made available at a
fraction of the cost that used copies were being sold at online.
So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries in the entire world had them in their
collections, and some original Gallimore’s books were being sold for several hundred dollars each
online. However, with these newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00. All
are: Available at Amazon.com
ISBN-10:
The first book of three 468
1543024998
volumes on unusual
Pages
ISBN-13:
energies
978-1543024999
Gallimore discusses in depth the research, discoveries, and inventions of all the major researchers in
subtle energies, the aether, biological 62 fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal
transduction, and related subjects.
These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's
orgone energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's
transmission of energy, and related research done by many others.
Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses in
depth the research and devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte and
other prominent people in the radionics field.
ISBN-10:
The second book of
258
Collected Properties &
1543025048
three volumes on
Pages
Writings of J. G.
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gallimore: Volume 2
978-1543025040
This is the second book in the “Unusual Energies” series that J.G. Gallimore published. It covers
Gallimores research on Albert Abrams, the founder of modern radionics, psychological physics,
psychic energy, thought resonance, subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects.
The Handbook of Unusual Energies:
Volume 1 of Handbook of Unusual
Energies
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In addition, a number of radionics devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic
Instrument. And very helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical
diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Christopher Bird, conducted by J.G. Gallimore is
provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his research
ISBN-10:
The third book of
228
Relationship Between
1543024947
three volumes on
Pages
Parapsychology and
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gravity: Volume 3
978-1543024944
This book describes in depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of
parapsychology transmission" -the question of how such things as telepathy, remote viewing, ESP, and
similar phenomena can physically occur.
He discusses the various emanations, radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life including the
ancient Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's "odic force,"
Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation," Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, and other subtle energies. He
shows how all of these energies are similar, how they interact, and how they are related to gravity.
He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and provides diagrams of devices that
could potentially be used to harness or control these energies.
ISBN-10:
374
Transverse Paraphysics: The New
1543024920
Pages
Science of Space, Time, and Gravity
ISBN-13:
Control
978-1543024920
This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. Gallimore about antigravity, space, time, and biophysics.
He discusses in depth the dimensions of space, time, and gravity, and new discoveries in each of
these areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity and then discusses anti-gravity
patents that have been obtained.
He also discusses the intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living
things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through biophysical principles.
ISBN-10:
134
Unified Field Theory Research Book:
1543024831
Pages
Using Subjective Response to PsiISBN-13:
Plasma for Analysis of Properties
978-1543024838
Neutral Charge Plasma Fields
This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, psi-plasma, plasma
fields, subtle energies, bio-electromagnetic energy, and other unusual energies emitted by living and
non-living things. It also is about how living things interact with and are affected by these energies,
which may enhance health or harm health.
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The book covers the research of Wilhelm Reich on Orgone energy, of Baron Reichenback on the
odic forces, as well as research done by Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high

frequency radiations to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar
methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, forces, and fields are all
inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their possible unification.
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